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Abstract
We present the parallel creation of a WordNet resource for Swedish and Bulgarian which is tightly aligned with the Princeton WordNet.
The alignment is not only on the synset level, but also on word level, by matching words with their closest translations in each language.
We argue that the tighter alignment is essential in machine translation and natural language generation. About one-fifth of the lexical
entries are also linked to the corresponding Wikipedia articles. In addition to the traditional semantic relations in WordNet, we also
integrate morphological and morpho-syntactic information. The resource comes with a corpus where examples from Princeton WordNet
are translated to Swedish and Bulgarian. The examples are aligned on word and phrase level. The new resource is open-source and in its
development we used only existing open-source resources.
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1. Introduction
WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) started as an effort to enumerate
the senses of all English words, and to organize those senses
into a network of interrelated senses. Soon after, the ef-
fort was taken into other languages. First the EuroWordNet
(Bloksma et al., 1996) for Dutch, Italian, Spanish, French,
German, Czech and Estonian, and later the BalkaNet (Sta-
mou et al., 2019) for Bulgarian, Czech, Greek, Romanian,
Serbian and Turkish. There is also a multitude of projects
for other languages. Most publicly available WordNet re-
sources are aggregated by the Open Multilingual WordNet
project (Bond and Paik, 2012).
Initially not all of the resources were released with free ac-
cess, but luckily some of them were made free later or are
being replaced with alternative free resources. Our con-
tribution is a free WordNet-like resource for Swedish and
Bulgarian. The availability of prior resources is discussed
in Section 2.
We have, in addition, the goal that the new resource should
be usable for applications in GF (Grammatical Framework;
Ranta (2011)). GF is a programming language for natural
language applications, whose primary focus is on multilin-
guality. Any GF application makes use of a grammar and a
lexicon. It is quite common for an application to be avail-
able in five to ten languages simultaneously. Therefore, to
minimize the effort for new applications, the framework of-
fers a Resource Grammars Library (RGL) for many lan-
guages (Ranta, 2009). The lexicon, however, is typically
built from scratch, since it must be highly multilingual and
application specific. These kinds of lexicons are hard to get.
For every language they must contain a full-form inflection
table, and the words that are translations of each other must
be linked together through an interlingual index.
We see the new resource as a lexical library which must be
compatible with the already existing resource grammars.
From there, the different applications can build specialized
lexicons for different purposes. In order for that to work,
just another WordNet would not be enough.
To start with, in addition to synonyms and semantic rela-
tions, the lexicon must also contain translations. Most ex-

isting resources are aligned on synset level with Princeton
WordNet, but as we will show later, synset alignment is not
the same as building a translation dictionary. For that rea-
son, similar to FinnWordNet (Lindén and Carlson, 2010),
we preserve both the semantic relations as well as the trans-
lation equivalence. The later is better seen as yet another
relation between words in different languages.
The last piece is that, since GF is used for both parsing and
generation, it is essential to also represent the morphology
and certain morpho-syntactic features which are also not
part of the traditional WordNet.
In the process we found it helpful to use the examples in
Princeton WordNet as a guide to choose the best transla-
tions for Swedish and Bulgarian. We then took one step
further and parsed all examples with the GF’s grammar for
English. From the GF analysis of the examples, it is possi-
ble to automatically generate translations for Swedish and
Bulgarian. Their correctness, of course, depends on the
correctness of the syntactic analysis, and even more on the
correct choice of a word sense. When we work with the ex-
amples, whenever necessary, we first correct the automatic
syntactic and semantic analysis of the statistical parser (An-
gelov and Ljunglöf, 2014), then we make sure that the right
Swedish and Bulgarian word choices are used in order to
generate reasonable translations.
While looking for translations, as one of the possi-
ble sources, we used the titles of related articles from
Wikipedia. We retained the links to the original articles,
which now can be accessed via our search interface.
The focus of the current report is on English, Swedish and
Bulgarian, but we have actually bootstrapped similar repre-
sentations for 11 other languages: Catalan, Chinese, Dutch,
Estonian, Finnish, Italian, Portuguese, Slovenian, Spanish,
Thai and Turkish. This was done by using existing Word-
Nets and the automatic translation alignment method pre-
sented in Angelov and Lobanov (2016). The status of these
languages is reported in Section 4.
In the next section we will first review the available re-
sources for Swedish and Bulgarian, and after that in Sec-
tion 3we will go through the different steps in building the
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data. The article concludes with a report on the current sta-
tus.

2. Related Work
The first WordNet for Bulgarian was built in the BalkaNet
project (Koeva and Genov, 2004). However, to this date
the lexicon is not freely available. For us it is important to
be able to share the new resource with the community, and
therefore we insisted on using only free resources. A free
core-WordNet for Bulgarian was made available in the Bul-
TreeBank Wordnet (Simov and Osenova, 2010), but unfor-
tunately its size is rather small - 8 936 senses. On the other
hand, it has very good quality, so when we had to choose
a translation for a word in English, we first looked for a
corresponding synset in the BulTreeBank Wordnet. It often
happened, however, that the Bulgarian synset did not con-
tain all possible translations. All existing synsets from the
BulTreeBank Wordnet are integrated in our resource, but
when necessary we also made our own extensions.
Another handy resource is the English-Bulgarian transla-
tion dictionary in Angelov (2014). The dictionary is com-
patible with GF, and contains morphology and English-
Bulgarian translations. However, the translations are not
sense annotated. We used that dictionary to extract the mor-
phology and to bootstrap the translations.
The situation with Swedish is similar to Bulgarian. There
is one free resource, SALDO-WordNet (Borin et al., 2013)
with 6 904 senses, and the larger Svenskt OrdNät (Viberg
et al., 2002) with 28 046 senses. Svenskt OrdNät was
closed source until very recently when it was made avail-
able through the Swedish Language Bank (Språkbanken).
All of SALDO-WordNet, plus all nouns and some of the
verbs in Svenskt OrdNät are part of our lexicon too. Inte-
gration of the rest of Svenskt OrdNät is still ongoing.
For Swedish, there is also the SALDO lexicon (Borin et
al., 2008), which contains complete morphology, as well as
semantic relations. We used the SALDO morphology, but
not the semantics since it is very different from the one in
WordNet.
The last resource is the Folkets Lexikon (Kann and Holl-
man, 2011) which contains English-Swedish translations
collected by crowd sourcing.
Finally, for both languages we also used translations from
PanLex (Kamholz et al., 2014) and from titles of Wikipedia
articles.

3. A WordNet in GF
The goal of compatibility with GF predetermines the data
representation. In this section we will review the different
choices which we made for each component in the data.
We will also summarize how the data was collected and
verified.

3.1. Synsets and Translations
A synset in the GF WordNet is a matrix as in Figure 1,
where the rows of the matrix represent the translation
equivalence, while the columns represent the synsets of the
different languages. Each row is also labeled with an ab-
stract identifier which can be used as a variable to access
the tuple of translations from a GF grammar. The general

convention for the identifiers is to use the English lemma
plus a part of speech tag. If that does not disambiguate
the meaning then we add the sense number from Princeton
WordNet to the identifier.
Note that the same identifier also aligns together the trans-
lation equivalents. The raw Princeton WordNet synset is an
unordered collection of words such as:

(08094856-n) family, household, house,
home, menage

(a social unit living together)

which is then aligned with a synset in another language, e.g.

(08094856-n) hus, hushåll, familj, hem
(a social unit living together)

It is obvious that such a synset-level alignment does not
capture the most pragmatic translations between words.
The word “family” is almost always translated as “familj”
in Swedish, even if it is possible to replace it with “hus”
(house) for that particular sense.
Another case showing that a tighter alignment is better is
synsets which contain words that are synonyms but are used
in very different domains. For instance we have:

(12654755-n) apple, orchard apple tree,
Malus pumila

(native Eurasian tree widely
cultivated in many varieties for
its firm rounded edible fruits)

Here the Latin name “Malus pumila” is used in botany, and
is inappropriate as an everyday term for an apple tree.
We made the translation alignment as tight as possible but
it is not always a one to one relation. For instance, as it can
be seen on Figure 1, in Spanish and Portuguese one and
the same word is reused for different abstract identifiers. It
is also possible that for some languages it is not possible
to find an appropriate translation, and then just we leave a
gap. Finally, when there are spelling variations and there
are no obvious semantic or pragmatic differences, then we
assign all variants to a single abstract identifier.
It is also worth noting that a single identifier like
family 1 N could be reused across synsets if the same
tuple of translations also fits another sense. For instance,
the above example also matches the sense:

((biology) a taxonomic group
containing one or more genera)

This is useful since the abstract identifiers become more
coarse-grained sense indicators. That ought to make statis-
tical sense disambiguation on the level of abstract identi-
fiers more robust.

3.2. Data Collection
We bootstrapped the WordNet synsets by using a transla-
tion dictionary. For Bulgarian we started from the English-
Bulgarian dictionary for GF (Angelov, 2014), and for
English-Swedish we used a similar dictionary created from
Folkets Lexikon and SALDO. These lexicons contain trans-
lations pairs and provide full-form inflection tables for each
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Figure 1: A snapshot of a synset from the search interface for GF WordNet

language. The downside, however, is that there are no sense
annotations and links to WordNet. Most English words are
translated to each of the two target languages but it is not
known in what sense the translation is valid. Fortunately,
we can safely assume that the translation is correct for at
least one of the WordNet senses. Therefore, we first built
Swedish and Bulgarian WordNets that are direct transla-
tions of Princeton WordNet by using simple lookups in the
dictionaries. This obviously created mistakes but it also
made sure that we reuse as much as possible from the ex-
isting dictionaries. All entries translated in this way were
marked as “guessed”.
The next step was to integrate the existing open-source
Swedish and Bulgarian WordNets. The problem there is
that as we said above, we get good candidates for trans-
lations from the synsets, but we still do not know which
word matches best a word in another language. We used the
following criteria to decide which words from two aligned
synsets should be made put into translation relations:

1. In how many senses a pair of words co-occurs in two
aligned synsets

2. How many independent dictionaries from PanLex list
a pair of words as translations

3. Lower Levenshtein distance between words makes
them more appropriate as translations.

4. A pair of derivationally related words in one language
should translate to derivationally related words in an-
other language.

Obviously none of the criteria is a silver bullet on its own,
but a combination of the four is a pretty good guide. When
there is a conflict between the different criteria we give pri-
ority to the criterion which is first in the list. Criteria 1 and
3 are also used in Angelov and Lobanov (2016).
The first criteria makes the translation relation more robust
for automatic methods. Finding the right translation should
be easier even if the precise sense disambiguation is dif-
ficult. The second criteria implements the wisdom of the
crowd by using PanLex. PanLex is an machine readable
accumulation of thousands of dictionaries across many lan-
guages. If authors of several dictionaries have included a
translation pair then there is a good consensus. The third
criteria helps to align together cognates across languages.
This is especially helpful for scientific terms which often
have Greek or Latin origin.
All of the above criteria can be evaluated numerically and
were used to choose how to align the words. However, the

automatic alignment is still error prone especially for small
data sets. For instance the first criteria is vulnerable if not
all of the possible senses of a word are listed in one of the
languages. We used the data from WordNet to override the
data extracted from the plain GF translation dictionaries.
This replaced many of the cases where translations were
used in the wrong sense. We also marked those entries as
“unchecked”, i.e. more certain but validation is still neces-
sary.
Further checking was done by using Wikipedia. The as-
sumption is that for most Wikipedia articles the titles are
translations of each other. This means that for every ab-
stract identifier we can look up the article whose titles in
different languages match as many of the identifier’s trans-
lations as possible. After that we checked that the selected
article really corresponds to the right word sense. If the
WordNet translation in some of the languages does not
match the one from Wikipedia then we examined those too.
It happens sometimes that the Wikipedia titles are not di-
rect translations of each, so just using the titles to correct
translations is not reliable. It can also happen that our lex-
icon already contains a good translation, while Wikipedia
just uses a different synonym for the title.
None of the sources above, nor the automatic alignments
guarantee correctness, but this still saves time compared
to what we would need if we start from scratch. We in-
crementally check the correctness of the automatically cre-
ated entries by considering the same criteria as listed above.
The initial entries were created through translation from
English, but when checking, we also consider whether the
choices for Swedish and Bulgarian are also consistent with
each other.

3.3. Morphology
The original WordNet resources are all on the level of lem-
mas, while in GF we also want complete morphological
information for all languages. As we said large morpho-
logical lexicons already existed for English and Bulgarian
(Angelov, 2014) and for Swedish (Borin et al., 2008). For
most words it was enough to look them up in those lexicons.
We also used the part of speech as a constraint to avoid the
typical noun-verb ambiguities in English.
Whenever we encounter a Swedish word which is not listed
in the existing morphological lexicon, then we inflect it by
using the smart paradigm in the GF’s RGL. For many cases,
these paradigms predict the right inflections based on just
the part of speech tag and the lemma (Détrez and Ranta,
2012). For Swedish this amounts to 46% of the nouns and
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92% of the verbs. The low rate for nouns is due to the un-
predictability of the gender in Swedish. While checking
the lexicon, we fix the morphological mistakes by provid-
ing more forms than just the lemma.
There are no smart paradigms for Bulgarian, so instead, for
unknown words we pick the paradigm of a known word
with the longest possible common suffix with the target
one. Figure 2 shows inflection tables for English, Swedish
and Bulgarian generated from the grammar.

3.4. Syntactic Information
In addition to morphology we also need syntactic informa-
tion. All lexical items, in WordNet are categorized as just
nouns, verbs, adjectives or adverbs. The resource gram-
mars, on the other hand, require more fine grained subcat-
egorization that describes how the different words behave
syntactically.
The most prominent need of subcategorization is for verbs,
since they exhibit different valency patterns. The grammar,
for instance, needs to know whether a verb is intransitive,
transitive or a two place verb that takes its argument via a
preposition. Particle verbs are also treated differently since
in translation the particle might be absorbed as a prefix or a
suffix of the main verb.
In our lexicon the verbs have different tags depending on
their valency. In addition their inflection table includes both
the forms of the main verb as well as the eventual parti-
cles and prepositions. The current verb subcategorization
is based mostly on the uses of the verbs in the corpus of ex-
amples coming with WordNet, but there is also an ongoing
integration with VerbNet (Schuler, 2005) which will make
the verb subcategorization more stable.
Another example is the adverbs which in WordNet are
treated uniformly, while in the resource grammars they
are categorized according to their syntactic functions. For
instance adverbs like “very”, which modify adjectival
phrases, have different categories than adverbs like e.g.
“occasionally”, which typically modify verbs. There are
also adverbs like “instead” which in one sense can be used
on its own while in another it is followed by “of” to form
the composite preposition “instead of”. In the later case
the composite phrase has the category of a preposition in
the grammar, while in the original WordNet it is treated as
an adverb. The same argument also lets us to treat phrases
like “instead of” as multiword expressions, which translate
non-compositionally to other languages.
A third apparent example are the numerals, which in Word-
Net are classified as both nouns and adjectives according to
their uses. In the RGL, there is a special of category for nu-
merals, which then can be used syntactically on their own
(similar to nouns), in determiners (the cardinals), or like
adjectives (the ordinals).
We also use different tags for common nouns and proper
names. Nouns in synsets that are linked with the instance
relation in WordNet are retagged as proper names in our
representation.

3.5. Examples Corpus
In WordNet, most of the glosses in the synsets contain ex-
amples in English showing typical uses of the particular

senses. We extracted the examples and each example was
associated with the word sense that it exemplifies. This cor-
pus is then parsed with GF and sense-annotated.
Note that the Princeton WordNet Gloss Corpus also anno-
tates the examples corpus, but there most words are only
labeled with part of speech tags. Sense annotations are
available only for the words exemplified with that sentence.
In contrast, in order to provide good translations, we sense
tagged all words in the corpus. To do that we tagged the ex-
ample word with the correct sense. All other words we la-
beled with the first sense for the right part of speech tag. Af-
ter that when working with the translations we also changed
the sense annotations when necessary. For most words the
first WordNet sense is also the most typical, and thanks to
that in many cases we did not have to change the sense.
An example entry from the corpus is shown on Figure 3.
The first line is the GF syntax tree, which is a composi-
tion of function applications. Each function is defined sep-
arately for each language and describes the rules for build-
ing a specific kind of phrases in that particular language.
Everything language specific, like word order or gender
agreement is thus hidden in the language-specific imple-
mentation. The leaves of the tree are the abstract identifiers
from the lexicon.
Thanks to the language agnostic representation, from the
already constructed GF tree for English, we can gener-
ate translations to the other languages. The translation of
course will be good only if the lexicon is good. We used
that as a way to spot more translation mistakes.
Together with the syntax tree we also store its verbaliza-
tions in English, Swedish and Bulgarian. The English sen-
tence is the original example. For Swedish and Bulgar-
ian we first seeded the translations with Google Translate.
Later after we validate an entry, we replace the translation
with the output from the grammar. The benefit of seed-
ing with automatic translations is that although they may
be wrong, when they are correct they serve as an inspira-
tion for which translations fit best the English words.
Storing the both the syntax tree and the verbalizations
serves two purposes. First it is a human readable docu-
mentation, but second it is also used for regression testing.
Whenever we change the lexicon, we also check that the
verbalizations still match the trees. In case if they do not,
we can eventually reconsider the change.

4. Other Languages
Our work is focused on English, Swedish and Bulgarian,
since the development of solid resources for other lan-
guages requires language expertise. However, bootstrap-
ping from existing sources without postvalidation can be
done automatically. We did that for Catalan, Chinese,
Dutch, Estonian, Finnish, Italian, Portuguese, Slovenian,
Spanish, Thai and Turkish by using an extension of the
alignment method in Angelov and Lobanov (2016) which
takes into account the criteria in Section 32. The choice of
the languages is determined by the availability of sizeable
WordNets, morphological lexicons and resource grammars
in GF. For most of the languages we used the aggregated
data from Bond and Paik (2012).
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Figure 2: Snapshots of morphological tables generated from GF WordNet

abs: PhrUtt NoPConj (UttNP (DetCN (DetQuant IndefArt NumSg)
(AdjCN (PositA rare_1_A)

(UseN word_1_N)))) NoVoc
eng: a rare word
swe: ett sällsynt ord
bul: rjadka duma
key: 1 rare_1_A 00490548-a

Figure 3: A parsed and translated example from Princeton WordNet

After the morphology and the WordNet for each language
is imported, we also tried to fill in missing translations by
using PanLex. This means that we go through each ab-
stract identifier and use its existing verbalizations to find
new ones. For each verbalization we construct the list of
possible translations in PanLex to all other languages. Af-
ter that we merge the lists into one by keeping track of how
many lists contain a particular translation. The best candi-
date for each language is selected by using the following
criteria:

1. How many of the existing verbalizations have the can-
didate word as a translation. This is the same as the
number of initial lists that contain the candidate.

2. How many independent sources list a pair of words as
translations.

3. Lower Levenshtein distance between words makes
them more appropriate as translations.

These two steps produce a candidate resource that later
must be validated. Some validations, however, can be done
automatically with high accuracy. For instance, for abstract
identifiers that are linked with Wikipedia we can extract
the page titles and check against the translations in lexicon.
The Wikipedia titles are generally good translations of each
other but as we mentioned in Section 32, there are also ex-
ceptions. We did not use that for Swedish and Bulgarian but
we used it for the other languages. It gives us a quick way
to automatically check translations but there is still small
chance for mistakes.

Another way for automatic validation is via PanLex. We
know that all words coming from WordNet that are in the
same synset share the same sense. What we do not is which
one is a translation of which. There are two ways to choose
the translation alignment: the criteria in Section 32and the
criteria listed above. When the two criteria agree, we can
be fairly certain that the choice is right.
All entries satisfying the two requirements above are cur-
rently marked as verified, although we are aware that small
percentage of errors is possible. Manual validation is re-
quired to make everything really trustworthy. The only ex-
ception is Finnish, where instead of using automatic align-
ment and validation, we used the list of translations that is
distributed together with the synsets in FinnWordNet. We
regard all of these entries as validated, although we know
that for Finnish verbs we still lack information for the gram-
matical cases that must be used with two or three place
verbs.
The corpus of examples that is checked for Swedish and
Bulgarian has not been checked for any of the other lan-
guages.

5. Search Interface
To be able to explore the data we made a web-based search
interface1. There, it is possible to search for a word in any
language and see its senses and synonyms aligned in a ma-
trix as in Figure 1. Clicking on any of the translations in
the matrix shows the full inflection table (Figure 2).

1https://cloud.grammaticalframework.org/
wordnet/

https://cloud.grammaticalframework.org/wordnet/
https://cloud.grammaticalframework.org/wordnet/
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Figure 4: Snapshots of an example from GF WordNet. The highlighting shows the word alignment and at the bottom is
shown the gloss for the selected word.

The interface allows searching through the whole lexicon.
However, if an entry comes from an existing WordNet, but
its translation alignment is not verified yet, then the word
is underlined with a yellow line. Similarly, if the word is
only generated through a translation dictionary but it is not
checked whether it fits the respective sense then it is under-
lined with red. If there is no special markings then the entry
has already been verified.
For each abstract identifier we also show the already ver-
ified examples in which the particular sense is used (Fig-
ure 4). Since all the sentences are generated from a single
abstract syntax tree, it is possible to automatically compute
the word and phrase alignments. In the user interface, when
the user clicks any of the words in a sentence, the corre-
sponding words (phrases) in the other languages are high-
lighted as well. Clicking once more, shows alignment one
level up in the parse tree. If the current selection covers
only a single lexical item, then, below the corpus example,
the user interface shows the gloss for that word.
We have also integrated the WordNet Domains resource
(Bentivogli et al., 2004) which can be used to search for
all words applicable in given domains.
When an identifier is also linked to Wikipedia then we show
the thumbnail picture from the article (Figure 5). Clicking
on the image leads the user to the actual page.
Showing all the available information in a single page
makes it easy to disambiguate and validate new lexical en-
tries. The web interface also allows editing lexical def-
initions on the web, while the changes are automatically
pushed to GitHub2.

6. Current Status
The status of the WordNet lexicon in February 2020 is
shown on Table 1. As can be seen, the only complete lan-
guage is English but this is because that was our starting
point. We just added the necessary adjustments to the word
tags and added morphology as explained in Section 33
Most of the work was on Bulgarian and Swedish and the
coverage for the verified part of our lexicon is already better
than in the original sources, e.g. 8 936 senses in BulTree-
Bank WordNet and 28 046 senses in the Svenskt OrdNät.
For Swedish we have not even managed to integrate all

2https://github.com/GrammaticalFramework/
gf-wordnet

verbs from Svenskt OrdNät. Completing that would in-
crease the coverage even further.
Note that the verified lexicon is still only about half of the
full data. There are many correct entries in the rest but we
cannot trust them until they are manually checked. Also as
we explained in Section 4, for all other languages even the
part marked as validated might still contain a small percent-
age of errors.
Another useful statistics for the lexical coverage is the out
of vocabulary words encountered in a large corpus. We
evaluated that by using treebanks from the Universal De-
pendencies project. The statistics are shown in Table 2.
When measuring the coverage we ignored all words marked
as proper names, numbers, symbols and punctuations. In
addition we excluded words that the RGL treates as part of
the syntax and not part of the lexicon.
The corpus of examples contains 38,593 sentences of which
11% are currently verified. The verification ensures that the
right abstract syntax tree is used, which includes the cor-
rect choice for the word senses. We also check that the
translation to Swedish and Bulgarian is as good as pos-
sible. Very often the translations sound very native, but
sometimes when English idioms are used in the source, the
translation is too literal. This leads to phrases that are syn-
tactically correct and understandable, but unidiomatic.
We made an experiment where we asked native speakers to
post-edit the automatic translations to produce a gold stan-
dard for 200 sentences. By comparing the two translations
we computed the BLEU scores. It gave us 92.03 points for
Bulgarian and 72.69 for Swedish. This shows that although
the translation is not perfect, it is still very good.
It is a well known fact that the plain resource grammars
in GF are not ideal for direct translation and better results
are achieved with specialized application grammars. Still it
was encouraging to see that the BLEU scores can be very
good.

7. Conclusion
We started building a new WordNet-like resource for
Swedish and Bulgarian. Obviously the data is far from
complete but it is already of a considerable size (over 30
000 senses). Work is still ongoing and will continue in in-
cremental fashion. The resource is freely available as a li-
brary in GF and has already been used in internal projects
for rapid application development.

https://github.com/GrammaticalFramework/gf-wordnet
https://github.com/GrammaticalFramework/gf-wordnet
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Figure 5: A thumbnail picture from Wikipedia

Language Senses Validated Lemmas
Abstract 107 716 — —
Bulgarian 81 377 41 411 (51%) 33 938
Catalan 95 663 33 314 (35%) 31 968
Chinese 41 400 1 003 (2%) 27 497
Dutch 95 707 24 818 (26%) 34 761
English 107 716 107 716 (100%) 56 648
Estonian 91 574 14 510 (16%) 36 530
Finnish 97 061 90 677 (93%) 52 166
Italian 96 522 32 141 (33%) 34 479
Portuguese 94 844 55 257 (58%) 33 679
Slovenian 86 424 52 518 (61%) 26 097
Spanish 98 187 35 390 (36%) 32 877
Swedish 76 898 35 820 (47%) 33 205
Thai 64 624 19 347 (30%) 33 573
Turkish 88 896 12 051 (14%) 29 303

Table 1: State of GF WordNet in terms of number of senses,
number of validated translations and number of lemmas.

Language Treebank OOV%
Bulgarian BTB 12%
Catalan AnCora 18%
Chinese GSD 75%
Dutch Alpino 12%
English ESL 4%
Estonian EDT 9%
Finnish TDT 19%
Italian ISDT 13%
Portuguese Bosque 10%
Slovenian SSJ 18%
Spanish AnCora 6%
Swedish Talbanken 5%
Thai PUD 24%
Turkish IMST 31%

Table 2: Percentage of Out of Vocabulary words for differ-
ent languages/treebanks

We also plan to export the lexicon in the format of the Open
Multilingual WordNet project, to make it more easily ac-
cessible by projects independent of GF. Similarly for the
corpus of examples we have an export to Universal Depen-
dencies (Kolachina and Ranta, 2016).
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